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A B S T R A C T

The quality function deployment (QFD) is an effective tool to translate the customer requirements (CRs) to the
design requirements (DRs) of a product. The process of selecting the optimal innovative product design to
maximize customer satisfaction is full of uncertainty and fuzziness regarding to the users’ preferences, the re-
lationships between CRs and DRs and the merits of product designs. This study proposes a multi-expert multi-
criteria decision making method to solve the innovative product design selection problem by developing an
enhanced QFD method combined with the complicated fuzzy linguistic representation model, the probabilistic
linguistic term set (PLTS), and the ranking method, ORESTE. Firstly, we propose a probability aggregation
method to integrate the individuals’ subjective evaluations into group ones expressed as PLTSs. On this basis, we
extend the QFD into the probabilistic linguistic context to get the DRs’ fuzzy weights. Then, based on a new
distance measure between PLTSs, a probabilistic linguistic global preference score function and three kinds of
probabilistic linguistic preference intensity formulas are proposed. Furthermore, we develop a PL-ORESTE
method to obtain the preference, indifference and incomparability relations between the alternatives. For the
facility of application, we develop the procedure of the QFD-based PL-ORESTE method. Given that the “shared
cars” is a new industry appeared in Chinese market, we finally illustrate the applicability of the proposed method
by a case study concerning the selection of innovative designs of Panda shared cars.

1. Introduction

Economic globalization has promoted technical innovation con-
stantly and has shortened the lifecycle of products. Customer require-
ments (CRs) are diversifying and changing fast. If the enterprises fail to
meet the CRs, the internal conflicts will be arisen and the development
cycle time will be increased simultaneously, while the market pene-
tration will be decreased with poor product quality, lower customer
satisfaction and revenues [3]. Therefore, to make survival in the fierce
competition, it becomes an important and inevitable task for the en-
terprises to analyze their customers’ needs and then choose an in-
novative design which maximizes the customers’ satisfaction. General,
however, it is impossible to make evaluation on new product design
schemes directly according to the CRs but the design requirements
(DRs) [4]. Practically, the innovative product design selection is a
special multi-expert multi-criteria decision making (MEMCDM) pro-
blem involving different groups of individuals, such as users, designers,
researchers and investors. There are three problems to be solved: ① how

to translate the CRs exactly into the DRs that act as the criteria for
evaluating the design schemes; ② how to express the individuals’ eva-
luations comprehensively and aggregate the group opinions correctly; ③
how to select the optimal design effectively based on the assessments of
the alternatives.

The quality function deployment (QFD) is a useful technique that is
extensively employed when the innovative products need to capture the
voice of customers to maximize the customers’ satisfaction [2]. In QFD,
the importance of the CRs, the strength relationships between the CRs
and the DRs, and the merits of the design schemes regarding to the DRs,
are difficult to be expressed by crisp data because the available in-
formation is usually subjective and imprecise [26]. Temponi et al. [30]
developed a fuzzy logic-based extension of QFD as a tool to capture the
imprecise requirements of customers. It is testified that the fuzzy QFD is
a good method to deal with imprecise information [13,17,35]. How-
ever, there are some serious defects existed in the fuzzy QFD methods:

(1) They are limited in representing a full picture of each individual's
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view given that the single linguistic term is used to express the
evaluation of an object. It is observed that people usually make
assessments with some hesitancy due to the limited knowledge and
complicated reality. For example, one may describe a product's
quality as “between high and very high” rather than simple term
“high” or “very high”.

(2) They fail to integrate the group opinions into the overall assess-
ments. Calculating the group opinions with simple averaging op-
erators [2,3,35] would loss original information.

(3) Less information is maintained in the DRs’ weights that are re-
presented as crisp numbers after the calculations in the MEMCDM
process [10,17,35,36]. This would lead to the fuzzy information
loss badly.

To solve the first defect of the fuzzy QFD, Onar et al. [23] in-
troduced the hesitant fuzzy linguistic QFD which uses the hesitant fuzzy
linguistic term set (HFLTS) to capture the vagueness more accurately.
The HFLTS [27], which uses more than one linguistic terms to represent
the individuals’ qualitative assessments, is a powerful tool to describe
the imprecision and vagueness. It has received widespread attention in
recent years [19,21,22,32]. However, the HFLTS can only express the
assessments of single individual. Although some aggregation methods
[27,28,31] of HFLTS can be used to integrate the hesitant fuzzy lin-
guistic evaluations of a group, the information loss is serious. In fact,
there is a probability distribution of the evaluations given by a group.
Different linguistic terms in a hesitant fuzzy linguistic element (HFLE,
the element of a HFLTS) [22] should assign different weights (prob-
abilities) to depict the preferences of the decision makers (DMs)
[37,38,39]. In this case, Pang et al. [24] extended the HFLTS and in-
troduced the probabilistic linguistic term set (PLTS) by adding prob-
ability to each linguistic term. The PLTS is an effective representation
form to model group opinions. However, there is no mathematical
formula to calculate the weights of linguistic terms for the collective
probabilistic linguistic element (PLE, the element of a PLTS) corre-
sponding to a group. In this paper, we firstly propose a probability
aggregation method to integrate the individuals’ assessments expressed
as the HFLEs into the collective ones that are expressed as the PLEs. In
addition, given that the weights of DRs, which are derived from the
weights of CRs and the impact degrees of DRs over CRs subjectively, is
uncertain and imprecise, we then try to extend the QFD to probabilistic
linguistic context to get the DRs’ fuzzy weights that are represented as
PLEs. This is the first focus of this paper.

Furthermore, an appropriate ranking method is supposed to select
the optimal design to maximize the customers’ satisfaction based on the
DRs’ fuzzy weights. There are some ranking methods under the hesitant
fuzzy environment, such as the HFL-TOPSIS [19], the HFL-VIKOR [21],
and the HFL-ELECTRE [32]. But all of them are based on the crisp
weights of criteria. The ORESTE (organísation, rangement et Synthèse
de données relarionnelles, in French), proposed by Roubens [29], is a
general ranking method which does not require crisp weights of cri-
teria. Besides, the detailed relationships between alternatives dis-
tinguished as preference, indifference and incomparability relations can
be derived by ORESTE [25], which makes it easy to select a reliable
alternative. However, the ORESTE cannot cope with the imprecise
evaluations that are expressed as PLEs. In ORESTE, Besson's ranks are
employed to express the evaluations. Considering the usefulness of the
PLTS, less information is involved in Besson's ranks. In this paper, we
try to improve the ORESTE by combining it with the PLTS and propose
a MEMCDM method named as the PL-ORESTE. To do so, we firstly
develop a novel distance measure between PLTSs; then we propose a
probabilistic linguistic global preference score function to integrate the
criteria fuzzy weights and the criteria values of the alternatives; fur-
thermore, we propose three kinds of intensity formulas and analyze the
values of thresholds under the probabilistic linguistic context; finally,
the procedure of the PL-ORESTE method is proposed. This method not
only captures the fuzzy information but avoids the complicated

calculation process in the traditional ORESTE. This consists the second
focus of this paper.

Based on the above investigation, to handle the innovation product
design selection problems, this paper then develops a synthesis
MEMCDM algorithm by combing the enhanced QFD method with the
PL-ORESTE. The HFLEs are employed to express each individual's
vague evaluations, while the PLEs are used to represent the group
opinions. The improved QFD focuses on translating the fuzzy weights of
CRs into the fuzzy weights of DRs, while the PL-ORESTE aims to rank
the alternatives based on the assessment of the DRs. The main con-
tributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

(1) We propose a novel probability aggregation method to obtain the
collective evaluations of a group.

(2) We extend the QFD to probabilistic linguistic context to get the DRs’
fuzzy weights that are represented as PLEs. We then develop a
distance measure between PLTSs. Based on that, we propose a
probabilistic linguistic global preference score function to integrate
the DRs’ fuzzy weights and the DRs’ values of the alternatives.

(3) We introduce a PL-ORESTE method to solve the general MEMCDM
problems with hesitant fuzzy linguistic evaluations and fuzzy cri-
terion weights. The relations between alternatives are distinguished
in terms of preference, indifference and incomparability but not just
simple rankings.

(4) We further propose a QFD-based PL-ORESTE method to cope with
the MEMCDM problems concerning the innovative design selection.
It captures the voice of customers by integrating the classical QFD
with the PL-ORESTE under probability linguistic context.

(5) We illustrate the applicability of the QFD-based PL-ORESTE method
by a case study concerning the selection of innovative designs of
Panda shared cars. We provide a helpful reference for the en-
terprises related to “shared cars” to make survive by providing sa-
tisfying cars to customers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re-
views the classical QFD and ORESTE methods as well as some concepts
and operations of HFLEs and PLEs. Section 3 proposes the PL-ORESTE
method to solve the general probabilistic linguistic MEMCDM pro-
blems. The QFD-based PL-ORESTE method is developed in Section 4 to
handle the innovative design selection problems. Section 5 presents a
case study concerning the Panda shared cars’ innovative design selec-
tion. The paper ends with some concluding remarks in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries

For the facility of presentation, in this section, we introduce the QFD
and ORESTE methods firstly. Then we review some concepts related to
HFLTS and PLTS.

2.1. The QFD method

The QFD was originated in Japan [1] to handle the product design
issue for converting the customers’ needs into specifications [3,14]. The
MEMCDM problem for innovative product design selection consists of a
finite set of m innovative product design alternatives (A1, ..., Ai, ..., Am),
a set of U CRs (CR1, ..., CRu, ..., CRU) whose weight vector is

=W w w w( , ..., , ..., )CR u U
T

1 , a set of n DRs {DR1, ..., DRj,..., DRn}whose
weight vector is =W ω ω ω( , ..., , ..., )DR j n

T
1 , and two groups of individuals

including a group of Q experts =G e e e{ , ..., , ..., }q Q1 1 and a group of Z
customers =G f f f{ , ..., , ..., }z Z2 1 . This model aims to select the preferred
design which meets the customers’ needs with the highest degree. It is
impossible to evaluate the designs’ comprehensive performance on CRs
directly but can be obtained based on the DRs. So the key issue of this
problem is to translate the assessments on CRs into those on DRs.

The QFD diagram, also called the house of quality (HOQ), is the hub
of the QFD method. It focuses on translating the weights of CRs into
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